
DesignShine Superlock Enable/Disable Procedure 
 

Disclaimer up front… 

The Maxflex controller board inside the light is a menu-driven, user-programmable boost controller 

circuit.  It’s been optimally configured for performance and safety of the DesignShine lights through lots 

and lots of testing and evaluation, so it is critically important that you not deviate from the following 

procedure.  If there is any question in your mind that you have missed a step or have lost your place in the 

sequence, simply disconnect the power cable and start over. 

 

Definitions: 

CLICK = short, less than 0.3 second, momentary click and release 

PRESS = a longer, greater than 0.3 second press and hold then release (typically about 1 second) 

 

 

Step 1:  Enter programming mode. 

With the light disconnected from the battery, press and hold down the power button continuously while 

connecting the battery.  (This is intentionally difficult to do). 

 

At this point the light will flash twice and return to a state of steady burn.  You are now in the menu 

system. 

 

Step 2:  Select the Superlock menu item. 

In order to enable or disable Superlock, which is menu item #4, you must first select it.  You select this 

menu item by first counting up FOUR clicks.  After each click, the light will flash brightly and go off.  

You must not click so fast that you “outrun” the acknowledge flash. 

So: 

Click #1 – Flash – Off 

Click #2 – Flash – Off 

Click #3 – Flash – Off 

Click #4 – Flash – Off 

 

Now that you have “navigated” to menu item #4, you must select it by a PRESS.  The light will come on 

in a state of low power steady burn. 

 

Step 3:  Enable or Disable Superlock 

Now that you are in the Superlock sub-menu, you may select from 2 options, to either enable or disable 

the muti-click safety turn-on feature.  With Superlock disabled, you will be able to turn the light on with a 

single click or press.  The turn-off procedure remains the same (press and hold). 

 

0 clicks – (dim) – Superlock DISABLED 

1 click – (brigher) – Superlock ENABLED 

 

Note that if you click again after a single click, you will toggle back to item #0 (Disable).  So, in other 

words, clicking while in the Superlock sub-menu just toggles back and forth between the two options.  

Caveat:  If you are performing this operation with the taillight and a battery pack that is more than 50% 

charged, you will likely see no difference in brightness levels between option 0 or 1, and you just need to 

be extra careful that you are selecting the proper mode, since the visual cue will be missing. 

 

Now that you have selected the desired option (enabled or disabled), you must acknowledge and SAVE 

this selection with a PRESS.  The light will now flash twice and go dim, indicating that you are now back 

in the main menu. 

 

Step 4:  Exit Programming Mode 

You may press and hold until the light flashes twice and goes out.  OR you may simply disconnect the 

battery.  Confirm that your new selection is now active. 



 

Figure 1 – Taillight Power On and Operation Flowchart 
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With Superlock DISABLED, the light will correctly remember the last used power level for steady mode 

as well as flashing mode and will re-enter that power level the next time the light is powered into either 

mode. 

 

So with Superlock disabled, let’s say you typically run with the taillight flashing level 5 in the daytime, 

and steady level 3 at night.  Each time you turn the light on in flashing mode, it will come up in level 5.  

Likewise, if you power on in steady mode, it will come up in level 3. 

 

However, with Superlock enabled, a small now-identified firmware bug causes an anomaly as follows.  

Just as before, if you powered on in steady mode, it would come up level 3.  However if you powered on 

in flashing mode it would incorrectly come up at the last used steady power level 3 instead of the last used 

flashing level of 5.  So in other words, the light is now AT level 3, but THINKS it is at Level 5.  A single 

click at this point causes the light to temporarily suspend flashing mode (as usual), but the light will now 

flash, indicating that you were “already at level 5” (in its microprocessor brain), then miraculously jump 

to level 5 as it should be. 

 

Figure 1 shows the general operational flow of the taillight with Superlock OFF (which is identical for the 

headlight, except for the notated wattage and lumen levels). 

 

With Superlock ENABLED, the turn-on sequence for steady mode changes from: 

 

Click once 

 

To  

 

Click-click-click 

 

And to get into flashing mode (this can only be accomplished with the light initially off), the turn-on 

sequence changes from: 

 

Press once 

 

To 

 

Click-click-(PRESS and hold till flashing begins) 

 

Any problems? 

Email Stephen at: 

DesignShineLighting@gmail.com 

 

 



 


